
TEXTUAL FEATURES TO COMPARE IN YOUR ESSAY: 

If the essay topic says “HOW” or “the ways in which” – then this following list is HOW the texts 
present their themes and ideas. Therefore THESE are what you should compare in your body 
paragraphs. 

Of course: they have to be relevant to your essay topic. 

Then, once you have found your 3-4 broad shared ideas (in relation to your topic) then you can start 
to finalise WHICH are the best groupings for you to compare/discuss in that paragraph. 

If you are still unsure of any of what I’ve just written – please watch and if necessary re-watch, the 
videos I recorded on the website – particularly the first 3-4 videos. 

If you have NOT started doing any mind-mapping or planning of ideas – the list below could be a 
good place to start. 
 
TEXTUAL FEATURES: 

- Characters – which characters would be good to compare for your topic (consider main 
characters OR ancillary/side characters. 

- Relationships – are there relationship between two or more characters in one text, that can 
be compared to a similar relationship in the other? 

- Settings: are any of the settings worth comparing in relation to your topic? How? Why?–  
- How relevant are the contexts – social/historical/political – in relation to your essay topic? 
- Titles of each text – worth comparing in light of your essay topic? What about Chapter and 

Section Titles? 
- Which key scenes are worth comparing for your topic?:  

are they climaxes, low points, reflection points, beginnings (expositions), endings 
(denouements), turning points, etc. ? 

- Any particular use of play/dramatic techniques vs. literary techniques that are used to 
explore ideas connected to your essay topic? 

 

Can you start to identify any broad shared ideas (in relation to the themes connected to your 
topic)? Aim for 4. You will need 3 for the SAC. 

Your Ideas come FIRST, because they determine your paragraphs. 1 key shared idea per 
paragraph. 

Once you KNOW your 3-4 main ideas – THEN you apply the list above to see which pairings are the 
most appropriate for each idea you are going to explore and compare in your essay. 

 

Are you still unsure about how to find your 3-4 broad shared ideas?  

a) Re-watch the videos I made again. 
b) Send me an email and ask me to give you a phone call. 

 


